List 1
List headed: "List of contents of trunk in office"
(Typed list with handwritten annotations)

List 2
Another copy, with handwritten comments in different handwriting
XI

Vocabularies. Many folios at bottom of box.

XII

Outline & Grammar. 13 folios in all numbers XII.

XI

2 packages of newspapers and misc. books.

XI

which must be revised & typed then relabeled & folio added. 3 copies to be made.

XI

1 package manuscript from notebooks, manuscript revision & galley in file.

XI

1 package manuscript from notebooks, manuscript revision & galley in file.

XI

1 package manuscript from notebooks, manuscript revision & galley in file.

XI

1 package manuscript from notebooks, manuscript revision & galley in file.

XI

1 package manuscript from notebooks, manuscript revision & galley in file.

XI

1 package manuscript from notebooks, manuscript revision & galley in file.

XI

1 package manuscript from notebooks, manuscript revision & galley in file.

XI

1 package manuscript from notebooks, manuscript revision & galley in file.

XI

1 package manuscript from notebooks, manuscript revision & galley in file.

XI

1 package manuscript from notebooks, manuscript revision & galley in file.

XI

1 package manuscript from notebooks, manuscript revision & galley in file.

XI

1 package manuscript from notebooks, manuscript revision & galley in file.
My return to Camp Life, received by endorsement of Income is responsible for theUnclassified of 24 Folios reprinted 17 of these are mainly on Aborginal Matters. In absence from Office the Chief Clerk in Appearance makes these Folios & Was in Map of Aboriginal Data and I have left lie a Failing agency prevents me from the classification of the contents of Notebook, etc. & this bridge place in the Types of Classifiers Matter which was reypair to his Mess Book.
Contents of Sections I and II

1.1. People Drafts, Sheep Account, etc.
1.1.a Theories Concerning the Origin of the First Primary Classes.
1.1.b Addressing, Origin of Australian Aboriginals.
1.2. Oryx, Kango, Oryx Copy, etc.
1.3. Supplementary Notes on Oryx.

I.1. Tribes Organized, Geographical Distribution, Rough Copy, 1897-1911.

II.2a. Geographical Distribution, Ritos, Groups, People Copy.

II.2b. Groups, Sencan, etc.

II.3a. Waterholes and Gates, Central Area.

II.3b. Gates (Taken from Notebooks).

II.3c. Horns, Places, Murchison Area, Oblique.

II.3a III. Geographical Distribution, Holes, Place Names, 1911-1912.

II.3d. W. Embassies.

II.3d. W. Geographical Data, Additional S.W. Significance, Names of Places, S. W. Area.
In John Murray Bar
Duplexed (Photo-chats)
of four maps of Western Australia.
(Compiled by special Cartographer.)

1) Geographic distribution of Tribes

2) Dialectic Showing where the various dialects were obtained.

3) Social organization of Tribes

4) Totemic. Showing were Totems were obtained, located at...

Also Showing Map showing creeks, plains, etc. and other suicides, creeks, etc.